MEDIA RELEASE

Switzerland and neighbouring regions an industrial powerhouse
Switzerland and its immediate neighbour regions form a highly potent, cross-border production and

13.05.2019
Sideways business trend in the MEM industries
The economic slowdown in key markets for the Swiss mechanical and electrical engineering industries...

Read more

MEM industries: encouraging year in 2018 – outlook uncertain
The Swiss mechanical and electrical engineering industries (MEM industries) can look back on a very...

Read more

20.11.2018
MEM industries: slowdown in growth
The situation remains positive for the Swiss mechanical and electrical engineering industries (MEM...

Read more

28.08.2018
MEM industries: gratifying business trend
The Swiss mechanical and electrical engineering industries (MEM industries) are performing well. In...

Read more

PUBLICATIONS

Swissmem Panorama
Facts and figures of the Swiss mechanical and electrical engineering industries

Panorama
EVENTS

17 Nov

Dubai Airshow
Place: Al Maktoum International Airport, Dubai
Organisator: T-Link Management AG
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